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Research question

• Implications of capital account policies for domestic 
income distribution 

• Very interesting and new question 

• Theory and empirics



Theory: OLG model
• Two types of agents: entrepreneurs and households 

• Labour income: identical wage 

• Capital income 

• Entrepreneurs: return on investment 

• Households: return on deposit 

• Income distribution determined by the difference 
between the two returns
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Source of income 
inequality
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Following Cúrdia and Woodford (2016), we assume that ⌘ > 1, such that the intermediation

cost function ⌅(·) is strictly increasing and strictly convex. The convexity of ⌅(·) reflects

the bank’s diminishing effectiveness for intermediating lending activity and enforcing loan

contracts.

The bank collects deposits Dt from the household at the deposit rate Rt and lend Bt to

entrepreneurs at the loan rate Rlt, subject to the constraint

RltBt = RtDt. (15)

At the end of the period, the bank distributes all excess funds received from depositors that

are not lent out or used to pay the resource costs of loan origination to its shareholders (i.e.,

the households) in the form of dividend payments. The period-t bank dividend is given by

⇧b
t = Dt � Bt � ⌅

✓
Bt

Yt

◆
Yt. (16)

The bank takes the interest rates and aggregate output as given and chooses the loan

amount Bt and the deposit amount Dt to maximize its profits ⇧b
t in Equation (16), subject

to the constraint (15).

The first order condition for optimal credit supply is given by

Rlt = Rt


1 + ⌅0

✓
Bt

Yt

◆�
, (17)

where the wedge between the loan rate and the deposit rate, ⌅0
⇣

Bt
Yt

⌘
, is a credit spread that

is endogenously determined by the bank loan to output radio Bt
Yt

.

III.5. Foreign investors. Foreign investors lend to domestic entrepreneurs at the market

loan rate Rlt.5 Foreign investors face an investment income tax ⌧l, with the after-tax returns

(1 � ⌧l)Rlt. External debt also requires a risk premium. Under these assumptions, no

arbitrage implies that

5As the deposit interest rate lies below the world interest rate (see Eq. (5)), foreign investors have no incentive
to deposit funds in domestic banks.
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(1� ⌧l)Rlt = R⇤
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where Bl
ft denotes the amount of firm loans granted by foreign investors and �

⇣
Bl

ft

Yt

⌘

denotes the risk premium, which depends on the external debt to output ratio and is given

by
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The dependence of the risk premium on the relative size of external debts implies an

external spillover that leads to over-borrowing. Since individual firms take the loan interest

rate (inclusive of the risk premium) as given, they do not internalize the effects of collective

borrowing on the risk premium. The presence of the capital inflow tax and the risk premium

drives a wedge between domestic loan interest rate and the world interest rate.

III.6. Market clearing and equilibrium. An equilibrium consists of sequences of alloca-

tions {Cy
t , C

o
t , It, Kt, Yt, Ht, Bt, Bl

ft, NXt} and prices {wt, Rt, qkt , Rlt} that solve the opti-

mizing problems for the workers, the entrepreneurs, and the banks. In the equilibrium, final

goods market clearing implies that the trade surplus is given by

NXt = Yt � Cy
ht � Co

ht � Cy
et � Co

et � It �
⌦k

2
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Ko
t � ⌅(

Bt

Yt
)Yt. (20)

The loan market clearing condition is given by

Bt +Bl
ft = Bet. (21)

The labor market clearing condition is given by

Hht +Het = 1. (22)

The aggregate production function is then given by

Yt = AK1�↵
t�1 . (23)
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The labor incomes for the household and the entrepreneur are given by

W l
ht = wtHht = ✓wt, W l

et = wtHet = (1� ✓)wt, (30)

where we have used the assumption that labor supplies are inelastic and that the population

sizes of the households and the entrepreneurs are ✓ and 1� ✓, respectively.

The planner’s objective is a weighted average of the welfare of the two types of agents

and it is given by

Ut = ! [ln(Cy
ht) + ln(Co

ht)] + (1� !) [ln(Cy
et) + ln(Co

et)] + Et�Ut+1. (31)

where ! denotes the Pareto weight on the household’s welfare.

IV. ANALYTICAL STEADY-STATE RESULTS

This section provides some analytical characterizations of the steady-state implications

of capital controls for income distributions between the two types of agents. We focus on

the interior equilibrium with positive gross capital flows (both inflows and outflows).6 To

keep the analytics tractable, we focus on the special case with no bequests (� = 0) and no

lump-sum transfers (Tht = Tet = 0).7

IV.1. Domestic interest rates and output. We first examine how changes in capital con-

trols affect domestic interest rates and output. In the interior equilibrium, the no-arbitrage

condition Eq. (5) pins down the domestic deposit rate

R = (1� ⌧d)R
⇤. (32)

This relation implies that liberalizing capital outflow controls (decreasing ⌧d) raises the

domestic deposit rate.

6We provide detailed derivations of the analytical steady-state equilibrium in the Appendix.
7With no lump-sum transfers, we are implicitly assuming that the government collects income taxes on capital
flows and bank profits to finance some exogenous government spending that does not affect the private agents’
welfare. Under our calibration, the amount of such spending is small, accounting for less than 2% of aggregate
output in the steady state.

Outflow tax Inflow tax
Risk premium

Intermediation cost

Degree of capital account controls represented by those two tax rates 



Theoretical results

• Permanent capital account liberalisation improves 
income inequality  

• The gap between two saving returns becomes 
smaller 

• Temporary surges in capital inflow increases 
inequality



Empirics

• Panel of 87 emerging market economies, 
2001-2018 

• Measure of inequality = income Gini coefficient 

• Effects of private capital inflows/outflows on the 
Gini coefficient



Empirical results

• One SD deviation increase in capital inflow ̶> 
1.35pp increase in Gini 

• One SD deviation increase in capital outflow ̶> 
1.56pp decrease in Gini



Very nice paper

• Research question is very interesting and important 

• Nice and clear theoretical results 

• Rigorous empirical analyses 



Relationship between 
theory and empirics

• Theory part 

• Income inequality purely driven by the inequality of 
capital income (rates of return) 

• Both long run and short run analysis 

• Empirical part 

• Gini coefficient 

• Short run analysis only (?)



Gini coefficient
• Income Gini coefficient can be affected by many 
other factors than the rates of return on savings 

• Capital account policies can affect  

• Wage distribution (skilled vs unskilled, tradable vs 
non-tradable) 

• Unemployment risks



Does the empirical part examine 
effects of capital controls?

• The authors are very careful about identifying 
exogenous changes in capital flows 

• Policy shocks or other structural shocks (such as 
risk shocks)? 

• Narrative approach (eg. Romer and Romer)?



• What about a policy rule in terms of goal variables (such 
as capital flows and income distribution)?  

• Maybe easier to interpret.  

• Objective of analysing optimal policy not very clear 

• Comparison of actual policies with the optimal policy?

Optimal policy 
• Assumed policy function
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foreign interest rate also induces foreign capital inflows, pushing down the domestic lending

interest rate. The fall in the domestic lending rate stimulates investment and production.

The expansion in domestic production raises the labor income for both types of agents.

However, the capital income of the households and that of the entrepreneurs move in the

opposite directions. The households’ capital income declines because their earnings on

bank deposits fall. The short-run surge in capital inflows stimulates investment, boosting

the relative price of capital and thus raising the entrepreneurs’ capital income. As the en-

trepreneurs’ demand for loans increases, the credit spread widens, partially dampening the

stimulus effect of the capital inflows. Over time, the stock of capital rises, the returns on

capital gradually declines. Overall, the transitory declines in the foreign interest rate re-

duces the households’ share of both capital income and total income, as the figure shows.

Thus, when the capital flow tax rates are held constant at their baseline levels, a lower for-

eign interest-rate skews the income distributions in favor of the entrepreneurs at the expense

of the households.

V.3.2. Optimal capital account policies. We now consider the impact of the same foreign

interest rate shock when the small open economy can optimally adjust its capital control

taxes. To keep our analysis tractable, we consider optimal policy for inflow taxes and

outflow taxes separately.

In the case with optimal capital outflow taxes, we hold the inflow tax rate constant at the

calibrated value. Let ⌧d0, ⌧d1 and ⌧d2 represent the tax rates on capital outflows in the initial

steady state, the first period during transition, and the final steady state, respectively. The

transition path of the capital outflow tax rate is then given by

⌧dt =

8
>>>>><

>>>>>:

⌧d0, if t = 0,

⌧d1, if t = 1,

⇢⌧d,t�1 + (1� ⇢)⌧d2, if t � 2.

(46)


